
Alan Walker x Benjamin Ingrosso - Man On The Moon 
What __________ (happen)in dreams when we fly?   Pres.simple 
Never been as high as tonight 
Staring through a window in time 
For someone to show me what I'm like 

He ______(say), "Hello", it's like a mirror in the sky  Past simple 
And I can see us from up high 
Oh boy, we'___ _______ (look)good tonight  Pres.continuous 
And I just _____________(not understand)  Pres.simple 

Refrain: I _______(meet) the man on the moon  Past simple 
On the moon, I ________ (hear) him saying    Past simple 
I ________ (meet)the man on the moon   Past simple 
On the moon, we'll be okay, yeah 

He ______(say), "Hello", it's like a mirror in the sky  Past simple 
And I can see us from up high 
Oh boy, we'___ _______ (look)good tonight  Pres.continuous 
And I just I just _____________(not understand)  Pres.simple   
Refrain 

I ________ (meet)on the moon, he _______(wear) his hat to the side 
I ________ (meet), he _______(ask) if I had a light  Past simple 
He _______(tell) us to hold it together,   Past simple             
we'___ __________(fall) apart  Pres.continuous 
He _____(tell) us to light up the world     
 when we ______(dream) in the dark, yeah  Pres.simple           

Refrain   

_________ (lose)  Past simple 
All my tears _______ ______(turn) to dust  Pres.perfect 

Maybe somebody ____ ___________(call) 
us Pres.continuous 
The man on the moon, yeah 
Just a man on the moon 
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